
Order Luqo on Kickstarter now!

Luqo is already used in primary schools  across The Netherlands. Starting now, your
child can cooperatively learn at home with the fun buttons and educative games.

Playing and learning
together

Children form a team with each other, a 
parent or another family member. They 
are no longer isolated behind a screen, but 
actively learning and working together.  

This boosts their self esteem and their 
involvement in the teaching material. Kids 
develop important social competences 
and enjoy learning together much more 
than learning alone

One system for all of 
primary school
You purchase the buttons once and buy 
separate game modules suited to the 
learning capabilities of your child.  

There are games available on all subjects 
ranging from children aged three to twelve. 
These are developed to meet the school 
requirements.  

More info at
www.KS.playluqo.com

Luqo Home is suitable for two players. There is a four-player version available that is already being used in primary schools; Luqo at School

Cool buttons!

Just like the game buttons you know from 
tv! While playing your child is responsible 
for their own button and they get to hit it 
as hard as they can. So fun that kids will 
now take the initiative to learn!



Minimum group size reached?

Your money is returned.

You do not pay, but 
will not receive a Luqo either.

YES

Longer delivery time, but 
for a much lower price.

To express our gratitude, we 
grant heavy discounts on 
Luqo games!

Production price Selling price

What is Kickstarter?

An international website on which
you can order innovative products 
with a large group of people for a 
lower price.

Reward = Product

“In return I will receive a reward;
Luqo!”

Pledge = Promise

If the group is large enough, 
I am investing this amount of money.”

Production starts!

NO

I don’t have a credit card

Kickstarter needs you to pay with credit card. 
They have this policy because they don't 
charge the amount immediately, but they 
reserve it until the goal is reached.

A good option if you don't have a credit card 
is to pay with a virtual credit card.

 There are several banks where you can 
apply for a free virtual credit card. We've 
tested the process with N26 bank, and 
within 15 minutes we fixed everything.

So, if you don't have a credit card or if 
yours is declined by Kickstarter, you can 
still pledge with no additional costs if you 
use a virtual credit card.


